
Grades K–2

Oil Spill Clean Up
Oil spills unfortunately happen more often than we think. Here we’ll learn how they can
be cleaned up and the science behind the wacky way it works.

What will you learn?
● Oil spill are when oil spills into bodies of water, and pollute them and negatively

affect the environment and habitats
● Oil spills are HARD to clean up

Materials:
● Containers such as a bowl or deep tray
● Water
● Oil
● Dish soap
● Cotton balls
● Paper towels
● Spoons
● Eye droppers or pipettes

Instructions:
● Pour water into the container.
● Pour a good amount of oil into the tray.
● Try getting the oil out using cotton balls.
● Next, try getting the oil out using a spoon.
● Following that, try getting the oil out using a napkin.
● Try sucking up the oil with an eye dropper or pipette.



● Finally, try putting some dish soap in the container.

Reflection Questions:
● What do you think will happen when we try getting the oil out using this method?
● Why do you think that did not work?
● What causes an oil spill?
● Why do you think this is harmful to the environment?
● Do  you think it would be easy or hard to clean up a whole river?

Explanation:
In this activity you used various means to try and separate the oil from the water. Using both
the cotton ball and the paper towel, you see that wiping up the spill, soaks up both the water
and the oil.  Using the spoon, you learn that you can’t just scoop up the oil without picking up
some water. Likewise for the eye dropper, both water and oil will come up. Using the dish soap,
the oil seems to disappear. This is because the oil droplets are way too big to mix with the
water droplets. The dish soap helps break down the size of the oil droplets so that they’re small
enough to mix with the water and then washed away.

More to Explore at the Library:
Continue the learning and fun with the following great resources from the Library. Please know
that to use the TrueFlix database from home, you will need to login with your Library Card and
pin/password.

Guide created by Sharon Rickson.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28we%20are%20water%20protectors%29%20a%3A%28lindstrom%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28sadiq%20and%20the%20clean%20water%20crew%29%20a%3A%28nuurali%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://sdm-tfx.digital.scholastic.com/p/node-33087/10009223?authCtx=U.600022086

